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English Language Training (ELT) Market in China 2015 to grow at a CAGR 18.75% forecast by 2019: Market Research Store

Deerfield Beach, FL -- (SBWire) -- 10/23/2015 -- The Report "English Language Training (ELT) Market in China 2015-2019" has been prepared on the basis of an in-depth English Language Training (ELT) Market in China analysis with inputs from team of industry experts. English language training market in China to grow at a CAGR of 18.75% over the period 2014-2019. It Includes English Language Training (ELT) Market in China growth prospects along with market landscape in upcoming years. The report also covers discussion on the key vendors operating in the English Language Training (ELT) Market in China Space.

Language learning has gained momentum over the years. Among the numerous languages spoken worldwide, English has emerged as the most preferred language, after Mandarin. English is spoken by more than one billion people worldwide and is the most popular second language learned globally. The growing number of English language learners can be attributed to globalization, urbanization, and the prospects of better education and employment opportunities.


Covered in this Report

This report covers the present scenario and the growth prospects of the English language training market in China during the period 2015-2019. To calculate the market size, the report considers revenue generated from the entire range of courses that are offered in the two segments: Pre K-12 and Adult.

The report English Language Training (ELT) Market in China Industry provides a comprehensive analysis of the English Language Training (ELT) Market in China. This report also includes detailed segmentation of the English Language Training (ELT) Market in China. The leading sector, emerging sectors, along with their growth statistics have been mentioned in the report.

After a deep overview of the English Language Training (ELT) Market in China, the report analyzes the market dynamics. This report also include the top drivers supporting market growth as well as the key restraints
hampering market growth.


Additionally, the report also states the threats as well as opportunities that companies in the market need to look out for. The most influential trends that will shape the market during the forecasting horizon are also covered in this report. Current market development trends like a partnerships, collaborations, M&As etc., have also been discussed in detail in the report.

Players in the English Language Training (ELT) Market in China are aiming to expand their operations to emerging regions. An in-depth supply chain analysis in the report will give readers a better understanding of the English Language Training (ELT) Market in China.

Key Vendors

- Disney Consumer Products
- EF Education First
- Global Education and Technology Group
- New Oriental Education and Technology Group
- Wall Street English


Important Questions Answered in report:-

What will the expected Compound Annual Growth Rate For "Global E-Waste Market in India Market"?
What will the E-Waste Market in India Market size be in 2019?
What is driving this market?
What are the challenges related to E-Waste Market in India market growth?
What are the key market trends?
Who are the key vendors in E-Waste Market in India market area?
What are the market opportunities?
What are the strengths as well as weaknesses of the key vendors?
Which are the threats faced by the key vendors?
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